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LSST Solar System Science (excluding NEOs)



LSST Solar System Science Collaboration (SSSC)

Active objects Working Group (Lead: Mike Kelley): broadly consisting 
of all categories of activity in the minor planet populations: short period 
comets, long period comets, main belt comets, impact- or rotationally-
generated active asteroids,etc

Community software/infrastructure development  Working Group 
(Lead: Henry Hsieh ): broadly consisting of people interested in helping 
build databases, software packages, etc to be used by the Solar System 
community on LSST data

Inner Solar System Working Group (Lead: Cristina Thomas): broadly 
consisting of the main belt, Mars/Jupiter Trojans, and Jupiter irregular 
satellites

NEOs (Near Earth Objects) and Interstellar Objects Working Group 
(Lead: Steve Chesley): broadly consisting of objects on orbits inward of or 
diffusing inward from the main belt as well as interstellar objects 
temporarily residing in the Solar System

Outer Solar System Working Group (Lead: Darin Ragozzine and Matt 
Holman): broadly consisting of KBOs, Centaurs, Oort cloud, 
Saturn/Neptune/Uranus Trojans, and Saturn/Neptune/Uranus irregular 
satellites

David Trilling & Meg Schwamb
SSSC Co-Chairs

www.lsstsssc.org

Wes Fraser
LSST: UK Solar System POC  
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It’s Really Coming! Science Operations Start in 2022
Next 3 years is the time to prepare!
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Expected LSST Yield

ugrizy photometry 



What is LSST project Providing

Slide Credit: Mario Jurić
See http://ls.st/Document-29545



What LSST Can Do
finding new small body targets for future NASA mission (e.g. Lucy)

Schwamb et al. (2018 - RNAAS) https://doi.org/10.3847/2515-5172/aade00



Explore the Origin of Sedna’s Strange Orbit and Test the Existence of Planet 9

Image Credit:   S. Sheppard 
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Image Credit: R. Hurt/JPL-Caltech

Alignment of known distant orbits, 
with q > 45 au & 250 < a < 2000 au.
Orbits with q> 60 are shown in red

What LSST Can Do



Explore the Origin of Main Belt Comets and Active Asteroids
What LSST Can Do

Jewitt (2012)

Ki et al (2018).Adapted by Henry Hsieh



Probe the Neptune Trojans Color-Inclination & 
Explore the Implications for Origin/Neptune Migration

What LSST Can Do

On-sky positions of Neptune Trojans in 2022 (grey) & 2032 (yellow)  

Credit: Edward Lin

Lin et al. (2018)



Credit: Bannister, et al. (2017)

Interstellar Object DiscoveriesWhat LSST Can Do

Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech

‘Oumuamua - a messenger that reaches out from the distant past

Meech et al (2018)

Credit:Drahus et al. (2018)

Meech et al (2018)



https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.01783



Identifying Software Development That Community Will Have To Do

Schwamb et al. RNAASin prep 



www.lsstsssc.org

More details can be found on the SSSC’s webpage



LSST is providing the moving object 
detections (for ≲ 200 au) but…

To maximize small body science, the planetary community 
needs much more

1) Create a slow moving detection pipeline to find objects beyond 200 
au,creating algorithms to identify cometary activity observed in LSST 
detections

2) Characterize LSST interstellar object discoveries
3) Develop a survey simulator to compare orbital populations to LSST 

detections (probe giant planet migration,Planet 9 models, etc)
4) Analyze the orbital distribution of main belt comets and explore link to 

water on Earth
5) Advanced deep detection algorithms for moving objects

etc…



The next 3 years are crucial in planning and preparation for LSST 
small body observations throughout the Solar System, and the 
science yield can be maximized with modest effort to develop 
predictive and analysis tools.



First LSST Solar System 
Readiness Sprint Outcomes
July 10-12, 2018 @ Seattle WA

• 8 LSST Cadence Optimization White 
Papers 

• Complete proposal for changes to the LSST 
Solar System database schema

• SSSC Software Roadmap
• 20 researchers familiar with the LSST 

metric analysis framework and simulation 
tools

We suggest NASA host a series of small body workshops 
focused on discussions about ground-based follow up of LSST 

discoveries and other related preparatory work 



Given the imminent potential for small body science with LSST, we 
recommend  SBAG advocate that the Planetary Science Division 
should add language in the 2020 and 2021 ROSES calls for PDART, 
Solar System Observations, and other related funding opportunities 
to particularly encourage LSST preparatory work 

Possible Recommendation for SBAG consideration

Representative examples of preparatory work might include: development of 
a survey simulator to compare orbital populations to LSST detections; and/or 
development analysis tools to characterize expected detections; and/or 
hosting workshops to enable the small-body community to be best prepared to 
take advantage of LSST’s expected bonanza.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No adding any money, just advocating adding language “to encourage LSST preparatory work to maximize small-body science from LSST.    Very limited duration – just the two years of ROSES 2020 and 2021.  Such language in ROSES can be used to amplify telescope proposals on non-NASA facilities.



Backup slides



In 2006, at the specific encouragement of OPAG, the formal 
2006 NASA ROSES call included this language of 
encouragement for Uranus equinox observations: 

“In 2007, Uranus will reach equinox, providing an opportunity to gather new 
observations using astronomical tools not available during the previous equinox in 
1965. Along with the Planetary Atmospheres and Outer Planets Research programs, 
Planetary Astronomy encourages proposals that take advantage of this rare 
opportunity to investigate equinoctial phenomena such as ring plane crossings, 
mutual uranian satellite occultations, diurnally-driven auroral activity, and 
atmospheric radiative balance changes driven by rapidly varying insolation.”

Total modification to ROSES was the above text, and no funding was added. This 
two-sentence addition to ROSES was tremendously helpful to the science yield for 
Uranus equinox.
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